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Dracula tried online dating......but he met his match in Victoria.She's the phlebotomist of his
nightmares!That's from Love Bite, one of the hilarious new plays in Funny Shorts 2! Funny
Shorts 2 is an anthology of ten more comedies by John McDonnell, a master of the short play
form. The characters are wacky and the plots bizarre, but the end result is pure entertainment.
These warm, funny sketches have a light touch but they’ll keep you guessing too – every one
has an unexpected twist at the end!On the page or on the stage, Funny Shorts 2 is guaranteed
to amuse!The plays included in this collection are:Love BiteGrilling WhiteyLove You MadlyCandy
HeartA Kiss In TimeAre You Happy?Game TheoryLess Is MoreHow To Spot A
ZombieRecovered MemoryHere's what they're saying about Funny Shorts:As a master of the
short play form, John McDonnell holds up a mirror to the way we live now. Always revealing,
always spot on, and always very funny, his plays are a dream for actors. Easy to produce -- they
work as well on a bare stage as they do in a fully realized production. Either way, the audiences
are always entertained and leave the theatre happier than when they came in. You will enjoy
reading or performing the works of John McDonnell.John Augustine is a playwright, television
writer, actor and director. He has taught playwriting in New York City at Playwrights Horizons
Theatre School, The 42nd Street Collective, NYU, and at Sarah Lawrence College.Every theatre
instructor needs that absolutely infallible book of scenes for students. John McDonnell’s plays
are full of hilarious reveals and quirky character studies, with plot twists that provide actors with
meaningful discussion about motivation, foreshadowing, and bold choices. What’s even better?
The length of the comic short plays provides significant opportunities for memorization and
stage time for everyone involved. This is the perfect comedy collection for your studio classroom!
Sarah LeClair is the Youth Education Director at ComedySportz Philadelphia and a curriculum
writer/consultant for The Philadelphia Shakespeare Theatre teaching artist program. Sarah has
spent more than twenty years in new play development and performing arts opportunities for
community theatres, undergraduate college programs, and high school actors.John McDonnell’s
plays have been performed in theaters all over the US, and they’re always audience favorites.
He’s also written dozens of novels and short stories, available on Ebook Library.Enjoy Funny
Shorts!

An intimate and emotionally revealing look at the breakthrough talent that paved the way for a
new generation of Broadway composers.- Phillip Brandes, Los Angeles Times --Los Angeles
Times --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJonathan Larson received the
1996 Pulitzer Prize for Drama for Rent, the libretto to which is available from Applause
(978-1-55783-737-0.) Larson first performed tick, tick ... BOOM! as a rock monologue at Second
Stage Theatre, The Village Gate, and New York Theatre Workshop. He died unexpectedly of an



aortic aneurysm on January 25, 1996, 10 days before his 36th birthday. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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FUNNY SHORTS 2TEN MORE COMIC PLAYSVOLUME 2Copyright © 2021 by John
McDonnellAll rights reserved. This book or any portion thereof may not be reproduced or used in
any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the publisher except for the
use of brief quotations in a book review.Printed in the United States of AmericaFirst Printing,
2021John McDonnell Publishing39 Doyle StreetDoylestown, PA 18901WHAT THEY’RE
SAYING ABOUT FUNNY SHORTS…As a master of the short play form, John McDonnell holds
up a mirror to the way we live now. Always revealing, always spot on, and always very funny, his
plays are a dream for actors. Easy to produce -- they work as well on a bare stage as they do in a
fully realized production. Either way, the audiences are always entertained and leave the theatre
happier than when they came in. You will enjoy reading or performing the works of John
McDonnell.—John Augustine is a playwright, television writer, actor and director. He has taught
playwriting in New York City at Playwrights Horizons Theatre School, The 42nd Street Collective,
NYU, and at Sarah Lawrence College.Every theatre instructor needs that absolutely infallible
book of scenes for students. John McDonnell’s plays are full of hilarious reveals and quirky
character studies, with plot twists that provide actors with meaningful discussion about
motivation, foreshadowing, and bold choices. What’s even better? The length of the comic short
plays provides significant opportunities for memorization and stage time for everyone involved.
This is the perfect comedy collection for your studio classroom!—Sarah LeClair is the Youth
Education Director at Comedy Sportz Philadelphia and a curriculum writer/consultant for The
Philadelphia Shakespeare Theatre teaching artist program. Sarah has spent more than twenty
years in new play development and performing arts opportunities for community theatres,
undergraduate college programs, and high school actors.John finds the absurd in the mundane,
the fracture in the fable. Guaranteed a laugh in every bite!—Joey Perillo calls himself an
erstwhile cab driver, but in reality he’s a veteran character actor who has appeared as a principal
(speaking) actor in virtually every theatrical medium, including 14 major motion pictures
(Philadelphia, 12 Monkeys, Rachel Getting Married, The Negotiator, and The Manchurian
Candidate, among others), and the original (and best) Hairspray. He has also appeared as a
principal on TV shows like ER, Hack, Homicide, The Wire, and The Sopranos. Joey is a long-
time member of the Screen Actors Guild and Actors Equity Association.It's always an honor to
work with John McDonnell, and I've been fortunate to perform many of his short plays. They are
always witty, engaging, and relatable. John creates likable characters and gives them dialogue
that makes the audience think about the human condition in a hysterical way.—Dave Levy is an
educator, actor, and comedic improvisor. He is the Director of the Summer Youth Workshops at
Town and Country Players, Buckingham PA, and has performed in 12 shows at T&C in recent
years. In addition, Dave has been involved with New Feathers Productions, Playwright’s Bridge
workshop group, and Funny Shorts. He is an active performer in a comedic improv troupe called
Bucket of Phones.McDonnell’s genius lies in putting his quirky characters into ordinary



scenarios and then letting us watch how they react when circumstances go seriously awry. The
men and women he gives life to in his plays are both warm and wacky, the kind of people I would
love to get to know at a party. He peoples his stories with individuals who consistently refuse to
do the expected.—Author Lisa DeAngelis’s Angels Unaware will be published by Regal House
in June, 2021.John’s plays are warm, funny, and heartfelt. They are fun to perform because each
character has a very strong objective right from the start. I find an inherent goodness and hope
in his writing.—Righteous Jolly is a Circle In The Square Alumnus (2003). His regional credits
include: Sweeney Todd, Jesus Christ Superstar, Orphans (Phillip), Marvin’s Room (Hank),
Mirette (Bellini) Bloody Bloody Andrew Jackson (Andrew Jackson), Mamma Mia (Sam
Carmichael). Film, TV, & Web: Robert McKenzie in Gemini Rising. Krampus in Merry Krampus.
Lorenzo de Medici and King Charlemagne in The Pope: A Mini Series.INTRODUCTIONThis is
my second book of funny plays. I published Funny Shorts Volume 1 in January of 2021, in the
middle of the COVID-19 global pandemic, which didn’t seem like the best time to publish a book
of humorous plays.After all, the world seemed a pretty grim place in those days. The news
headlines were very discouraging. Many people had gotten sick, the number of deaths was
increasing, and the future didn’t look particularly promising.Who’s interested in laughing at a
time like that?It turns out a lot of people were. Funny Shorts sold very well, and it’s still selling
briskly. I think it’s because people needed some relief from those awful news headlines, and it
felt good for them to read my plays and laugh their troubles away.Humor has always been the
best remedy for gloomy news, I believe. There’s nothing better than a good laugh to make you
forget your troubles. Just writing these plays lifts my spirits, and seeing the reaction when they’re
performed tells me they lift the spirits of an audience too.So here is Funny Shorts Volume 2,
another collection of short, funny plays. Most of them have been performed or read in front of
audiences all over the US. I guarantee there are a few laughs here for you, even if you’re just
reading them in the privacy of your home.And after you stop laughing, you might just decide you
want to see them performed.Which is great! My plays are perfect for performances, whether in
person or through livestreaming, on a podcast, an audio play, or other venues. There are no rigid
requirements about costumes, sets, lighting, or anything else. The dialogue is not complicated,
and there are no physical demands on the actors.These plays work well for student drama
classes or productions, community theaters, senior centers – really, just about any type of
production you can think of.Want to put my plays on? My fee is reasonable -- $20 for each play. I
charge the $20 fee for performance rights to each play up to five, and $60 for a group of six plays
or more. Just email me at mcdonnellwrite@gmail.com and we’ll work out the details. By the way,
that’s a one-time permission: if you’re interested in the rights to multiple performances, email me
for more information.Note: Even with my permission you must credit me as the author in any
advertising or promotional material. I’ll be happy to promote your performance on my social
media if you give me the details. If you need a PDF copy of the plays for your actors, let me know
and I’ll send it to you for a fee of $20 per play. All you need to do is send me an email –
mcdonnellwrite@gmail.com.PLEASE UNDERSTAND, I AM NOT GIVING PERMISSION FOR



ANYONE TO REPRINT MY PLAYS, PUBLISH THEM FOR SALE IN ANY FORMAT, OR SELL
VIDEO OR AUDIO RECORDINGS OF THEM.If you have any questions, comments, or
suggestions, let me know. And by the way, I LOVE getting feedback on my plays! By all means,
let me know what your audience thinks.Thank you for buying a copy of Funny Shorts Volume 2. I
know you’re going to get a good laugh from these plays.And that’s something we all need these
days!John McDonnellPUBLISHER STATEMENTFICTITIOUS DISCLAIMERThis book is a work
of fiction. Any similarity between the characters and situations within its pages and places or
persons, living or dead, is unintentional and co-incidental.DEDICATIONTo my wife Anita. Thanks
for all the laughter.TABLE OF CONTENTSLove BiteGrilling WhiteyLove You MadlyCandy
HeartA Kiss In TimeAre You Happy?Game TheoryLess Is MoreHow To Spot A
ZombieRecovered MemoryLOVE BITECHARACTERSVICKYFortyish, dressed for a date.
Speaks fast because of her nervousness. Is very self-absorbed.DRACULAEternally fiftyish. Dark
hair, pale skin. He is wearing a cape. He has an Eastern European accent, and pronounces “W”
as “V”, and vice versa. He also pronounces laboratory this way: la-BORE—atory. He speaks
slowly and has an overly dignified air, but also with an air of melodrama, like Bela Lugosi, who
played Dracula in the old movies.WAITRESSCan be any age from 20-60. She chews gum and
has a sassy attitude.SETTINGA restaurant. Vicky is sitting at a table when Dracula
enters.TIMEEarly evening.Dracula enters and walks up to Vicky’s table.DRACULAGood
evening. (bowing) Are you Victoria?VICKYAre you Vlad? That’s just your screen name, right? It’s
such an unusual name! You don’t meet many Vlads these days.DRACULAHe bows againI am
pleased to meet you, Victoria.VICKYNo need to get all formal here – I’m just plain old Vicky, you
don’t have to be a tight ass around me. Have a seat, Vladdie!DRACULASits downThank
you.VICKYWow, you’re wearing a cape! I’ve never been out with a guy who wears a cape!
DRACULAI always wear a cape. I would feel naked without it.VICKYIt’s such a classy touch!
Most guys I meet can barely manage to shave before a date, so you got on my good side
already, fella! Say, that’s an interesting accent you got there. Where did you say you’re from?
DRACULAI am from an ancient country known as Transylvania.VICKYHand in front of her
mouth, whisperingRight. Geography was never my best subject, so just between you and me,
Vlad, where exactly is Transylvania? Is it anywhere near Pennsylvania? It sounds like the name
of a new identity category, or something! Does the “T” in LGBTQ stand for that? You’re not a
gender fluid type, are you? I mean, I’m a very tolerant gal, but I just don’t know what to think
about all these categories today. Things are getting so confusing, you don’t know who you’re
talking to anymore!DRACULATransylvania is my homeland. It is a very old country in the
Carpathian Mountains.VICKYMountains, ugh, I hate them. Well, I don’t exactly “hate” them — I
try not to hate anything. My spiritual adviser says hate is not good for your mental health. I’m just
not an outdoorsy type, is all I’m saying. I think humans evolved to get away from the outdoors,
don’t you? I mean, outdoors you have bugs, bats, all sorts of icky things. Plus, I don’t like going
anyplace where I can’t get my pumpkin spice lattes. I’m so addicted to them! Do they have
Starbucks in Transylvania?WAITRESSEntersHi kids, my name is Diane and I’ll be your waitress.



How about I get youse something to drink?VICKYI’ll just take a water.DRACULAI will have a
Bloody Mary, if you please.WAITRESSSorry, we don’t serve alcohol.DRACULAThen I will take a
Virgin Mary.WAITRESSLook hon, we’re short-staffed today, so if you don’t mind, it’s better to
stick with the easy stuff, all right?DRACULAThen I require nothing.WAITRESSHow about a
water? We have sparkling or tap.DRACULAGrimacesNo water!WAITRESSOkay, got it, no water.
Our specials today are honey-baked salmon with asparagus and grilled New York strip in a
bourbon glaze. I’ll give youse guys a second to decide.She leavesVICKYI’ve heard the steak is
very good here. I know we’re all so health conscious these days, but sometimes I just like a nice
juicy steak. You’re not a vegan, are you?DRACULAI am not a vegan.VICKYThat’s a relief! I’m not
opposed to veganism or anything, it’s just that my relationship to food is so complicated these
days. If you knew the way I used to eat! Omigod, I didn’t care what I put in my mouth! I used to
put peanut butter on potato chips, can you believe it? And I put ketchup on everything! I mean, if
you’d have seen me eating a hamburger, I had so much ketchup on that sucker it looked like I
had blood dripping from my mouth every time I took a bite. Can you picture that?
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JustSomeGuyWhoLovesTech, “Funny Short 2 and 3 Person Skits/Plays. Here is a great
collection of short plays or skits you can perform, for a very small fee, at your school, college,
talent show, etc. My favorite is the last one; very funny. I am already trying to think where I can
perform it. Pick this book and enjoy!”

The book by John McDonnell has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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